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Asstnacr

The principal constituent of insular phosphate rock is a member of the apatite series,
usually a carbonate-hydroxyl-fluorine-apatite. Collophane of Sandberger (1870) and
Rogers (1917, 1922) is not an amorphous species distinct from apatite. X-ray study of in-
sular and continental phosphate rock, fossil bone and teeth, urinary caiculi, and other ma-
terials corresponding to collophane, as defined, proves that this substance is a submicro-
crystalline variety of apatite, usually carbonate-hydroxyl-apatite, or carbonate-hydroxyl-
fluotine-apatite. The name coilophane may conveniently be retained as a varietal designa-
tion for fine-grained, isotropic, hydrous (and often metacolioidal) types of apatite.

The original specimens of a number of ill-defined, supposed caicium-phosphate species,
described by Shepard, Julien, and others, were re-examined by r-ray and optical methods.
Ornithite of Julien (1865) is an oriented pseudomorph of carbonate-hydroxyl-apatite after
crystals of brushite. Nauruite of Elschner (1913) is identical with carbonate-hydroxyl-
fluorine-apatite. The names pyroguanite of Shepard (1856) and sombrerite of Phipson
(1862) were applied loosely to ordinary phosphate rock and entirely lack species
validity. Type specimens of pyrociasite of Shepard (1856) and of monite of Shepard (1882)
were not available, but these materials are doubtless identical with apatite; non-type but
probably authentic specimens of both minerals were identical with carbonate-hydroryl-
fluorine-apatite. Metabrushite of Julien (1865) and stoffertite of Klein (1901) are identical
with brushite. The vague material called epiglaubite by Shepard (1856) is not entitled
to further record and probably is identical with brushite. Glaubapatite of Shepard (1856)
is a mixture of monetite and apatite.

* Contribution from the Department of Mineralogy and Petrography, Harvard
University, No. 258.
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Zeugite of Julien (1865), pyrophosphorite of Shepard, Jr. (1878), martinite of Kloos
(1888), and whitlockite of Frondel (1941), all are identical with artificial g-Caa(pOr):
The name 'r,r'hitlockite is reserved for the species. Five localities are now known for this
mineral, four in insular phosphate deposits and one in granite pegmatite. The material
from three of the insular occurrences is a carbonate-whitlockite, analogous to carbonate-
apatite, and has relatively low indices of refraction B-cas(Por)z definitely forms in nature
ftom water solutions at low temperatures, although all attempts to form the substance
artificially have yielded only hydroxyl-apatite. The so-called martinite of Richards (1928)
from Ascension rsland, south Atlantic, is monetite, and the fourth known occurrence of
monetite is noted from Los Monges Islands, West Indies.

hqrnonucrrow

The insular phosphate rock deposits owe their origin to the replace-
ment of coral limestone and dolomite by phosphatic solutions derived
from the leaching of superficial deposits of guano. The word guano is the
Spanish rendering of the Peruvian word huano, or excrement, and the
material represents the accumulation in favorable places of the droppings
of marine birds. The mineralogy of guano itself is complex and but little
known. The principal constituents are calcium phosphates, ammonium
phosphate and ammonium acid phosphate, together with uric acid,
sodium acid urate, ammonium and calcium oxalates, ammonium and
alkali sulfates and sulfate-oxalates, guanine, xanthine, and other organic
substances. Mineralogically, the underlying, derived deposits of phos-
phate rock are simple, and consist in bulk of members of the apatite-
series.

The principal concern of this investigation has been the true identity
of a number of ill-defined calcium phosphates found in insular phosphate
rocks and described years ago by A. A. Julien (1840-1919), C. U. Shepard
(1304-1386) and his son C. U. Shepard, Jr., and others. The speculative
nature of most of these substances long has been apparent, but the
descriptions still remain to burden and, in some instances, confuse
later workers. In addition, an f-ray and optical study was made of
phosphate rock proper and of the rather loosely defined substance termed
collophane. Every effort was made to obtain the original analyzed speci-
mens of the minerals concerned.

The writer wishes to express his appreciation to Mr. E. P. Henderson
of the U. S. National Museum for making available type materiai con-
tained in that part of the Shepard collection there preserved, and for
loaning other specimens from the Canfield and Roebling collections. Pro-
fessor Paul F. Kerr kindly permitted the examination of type specimens
of minerals described by A; A. Julien and now contained in the collection
of Columbia University. Further authentic study material was obtained
from the Brush collection of Yale University through the courtesy of
Dr. George Switzer, and from the collections of Harvard University.
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ApertrB

X-ray studies by Hendricks et al. (1931), Bredig et at' (1932, 1933)'

Royer i1OSO;, and. others, in conjunction with chemical analyses, have

shown that the principal constituent of both insular and continental

phosphate rock deposils is a material which falls into a rather definite

iurrg" of the apatite series. The precise mineralogical definition of the

malriai depends on the ratio of COr:OH:F:CI, found by chemical

analysis. No general usage has been reached, however, for the arbitrary

,rarietal designations to be given to particular ranges of isomorphous

substitution between OH-F-CI, and C-Ca-P' The bulk of the insular

apatite is a carbonate-hydroxyl-fluorine-apatite which falls approxi-

mately in the varietal range loosely assigned to francolite' Other ma-

terial appears to have little or no fluorine and is properly classed as a

carbonate-hydroxyl-apatite (dahllite). COz is almost always present in

considerable amounts as an essential constituent, but sometimes appears

to be lacking. Cl always appears to be atrsent or present only in insig-

nificant amounts' and a stiaight hydroxyl-apatite has not yet been re-

ported from insular depositi. A hydrated tricalcium phosphate or
'hydrato-apatite, 

Cae(H2o)r(pon)u, was considered by Hendricks el ol'

(iSSf) to te an important constituent of the phosphate rock.from Cura-

gao, Dutch West Indies. The substance was thought to be distinguished

u-ong the apatite-Iike compounds by giving the r-tay pattern of

B-Car(pOn)z on heating to 900', but this behavior has since been found

to be shown by ordinary hydroxyl-apatite if all of the water.is driven

off by heating. Bulk analyses of the Curagao rock show several per cent

of Cbz, and specimens of the substance itself give a test for COz' so that

the material is to be properly classed as a carbonate-hydroxyl-apatite'

The mineral barrandiie, [Al, r.;ror'2H2o, has been shown by McCon-

nell (1940) to be an important constituent of phosphate deposits.on the

Island of Gran Roque, Veneztela. Barrandite and the possibly distinct

mineral redondite, probably are widespread in small amounts in insular

phosphate deposits, especially those in which aluminous rocks are re-

pU..a. The only other ialcium phosphates now known definitely to occur

in phosphate rock are brushitefmonetite, and whitlockite, and these are

very rare.
The apatite of the insular deposits ordinarily appears.in the hand

specimen as layered or banded masses of a white, yeilowish or brown

color. oolitic structures and dense, compact or pulverulent varieties are

less common. Pseudomorphous structures after coral or other organic

remains are not infrequeni. Internally banded, stalactitic or stalagmatic

masses also occur. ThL mineral is translucent to opaque en rnasse and is

transparent in thin grains. The luster is subresinous to horn-like' The
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color, luster and transparency may vary widely in successive bands. un-
der the microscope the material usually is quite isotropic. weak anoma-

1.565 to 1.635, or somewhat greater; the ordinary range is from 1.590
to r.625. These values are very similar to those found by Rogers (1924)
for the isotropic carbonate-hydroxyl-fluorine-apatite, which- comprises
fossil bone. Rogers observed an over-all range of r.573 to 1.623 with
about half of 250 measurements fail ing between 1.600 and 1.610. The
isotropic carbonate-hydroxyl-apatite which occurs in urinary calculi
(Frondel and Prien (1942)) has a somewhat lower range of iniex, from
1.520 to 1.605, and the average index is onry about 1.575. This material,
however, difiers from the apatite of phosphate rock and fossil bone in
lacking fluorine and in containing a reratively large amount of non-essen-
tial water. The isotropic character is due to aggregate polarization in a
mass composed of submicroscopic crystallites. The low and variable index
reflects the large and variable content of non-essential water. variations
in index accompanying isomorphous chemicar changes apparentry are
completely obscured by the extraneous water.

Bnusrurn

The well-established species brushite, caHpoa.2H2o, was first de-
scribed by Moore (1865), who found the mineral in druses in phosphate
rock from Aves rsland in the Gulf of Maracaibo in the caribbean Sea.

in human urinary calculi.
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Cor,rornaNB

The name collophane (kollophan) was originally given by Sandberger
in 1870 to a layered, opal-Iike, "amorphous" material found in the phos-
phate deposits on the Island of Sombrero in the West Indies. Sombrero
is located at N 18o35', W 63o28', about 60 miles from St. Thomas in the

Virgin Islands. The original analysis is cited below.

CaO MgO PrOs COz H:O at 100o HzO at ign. Total

50 .70  0 .80  39 .10  3 .96  3 .36  r . 66  99 .58

Sandberger deducted the COz in the belief that calcite was present as an
impurity and derived the formula Cas(POa)z'HzO. Lacroix (1910) and
Rogers (1922) later rightly maintained that the COz was an essential con-
stituent. A number of specimens from Sombrero, variously labeled as col-
Iophane, sombrerite, or phosphate rock, which ariswered perfectly both to

the original description of collophane and to the later use of the term as

applied by Rogers, were available for study. These specimens without ex-

ception gave the r-ray powder pattern of hydroxyl-fluor-apatite. The

original collophane thus appears to have been a member of the apatite se-

ries. If Sandberger's analysis is accepted at its face value, the mineral is a

carbonate-hydroxyl-apatite (dahllite). Fluorine may have been over-

looked in this analysis.
More recently, Rogers (1922,I92+) has expressed the belief that Sand-

berger's mineral, together with a similar material which constitutes the

bulk of so-called fossil bone and phosphate rock, could not be properly

classed as apatite, as had sometimes been done, but constituted a sepa-

rate mineral with properties sufficiently characteristic to entitle it to

recognition as a distinct species. The name collophane was proposed for

the species. The criteria offered in support of the species rank of col-

lophane, and for its distinction from apatite, may be summarized as

follows. First, the substance was thought to be amorphous and not crys-

talline. Second, the specific gravity and the index of refraction were too

low for apatite. Finally, the material always contained an appreciable
amount of water, which was lacking in apatite. At that time Rogers
(1914) did not consider that (OH) ever was an essential constituent of

members of the apatite group, a view now known to be in error. Chemi'
cally, collophane was regarded as an amorphous t'solid solution" of cal-

cium carbonate, calcium fluoride, calcium sulfate and calcium oxide in

tricalcium phosphate.
The idea is implicit in this and in later writings of Rogers, that the

so-regarded amorphous minerals which approach in composition coarsely

crystalline equivalents-the "homoisochemites" of Cornu, Irom whom

2r9
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the idea stemmed-should be made distinct species. collophane thus was
viewed as the amorphous equivalent of dahllite (or, better, francolite).
This belief, and the designation of collophane itself as a distinct species,
probably would not have been entertained il r-ray difiraction methods
had been available at the time. It is now known through r-ray studies,
in every instance with which the writer is familiar, that the so-regarded
amorphous species in Cornu's homoisochemic pairs is merely a fine-
grained crystalline aggregate of its macrocrystalline analogue. In some
instances the "amorphous" species is definitely crystalline, but different
from its macrocrystalline analoguel for example, chrysocolla and diop-
tase.

The writer in connection with this and other studies has had occasion
to examine by x-ray and optical methods a large number of substances
which fall into Rogers''definition of collophane. Included here were 30
urinary calculi composed of an isotropic hydrous and carbonated calcium
phosphate (Frondel and Prien (1942)), samples of recent and fossil bone
and teeth, phosphatized fossil wood, powdery "leached guano,,, and
many samples of insular and continental phosphate rock. All of these
substances gave distinct r-ray powder patterns of apatite and, when
chemical analyses were available, could be identified as specific members
of the apatite series. This also has been the experience of investigators
concerned with living teeth and bone. The substance nauruite (which
see), which Rogers stated to be the best and most typical form of col-
lophane which it was his privilege to see, gives an excellent r-ray powder
pattern of apatite and is identified as a carbonate-hydroxyl-fluor member
of the apatite series (francolite). Collophane consists of a submicroscopic
aggregate of crystallites of apatite, to which the isotropic character is
due, and contains essential (OH) together with an indefinite amount of
adsorbed and capillary water. The low and variable.index and the low
specific gravity are due to the content of non-essential water. Collophane
is not a distinct species but is structurally identical with apatite. The
name can conveniently be used as a varietal designation for fine-grained
metacolloidal apatite.

Eprcraunrre

The name epiglaubite was given by Shepard (1856) to an unanalyzed
mineral found in phosphate rock from Mong's Island (Los Monges) in
the Caribbean Sea. The mineral was stated to occur as aggregates, or
interleaved masses of minute semi-transparent crystals of a shining
vitreous luster implanted upon druses of "glaubapatite." The substance
was stated to consist largely of hydrous calcium phosphate, possibly also
with magnesia and soda. Dana (1892) suggested with reason that the
substance might be metabrushite (:brushite). Authentic specimens of
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tionably as a synonym of brushite.

Gre.unePluro

ably in the synonomy of both monetite and apatite'

Man:rrNrrB

(1931) is given in number 3.

CaO MSO PzOs

t. 46.78 47 .67

2. 47 .63 47 .87
3. 44.58 3,28 38.42

HzO Organic ign.

4 . 5 2  0 .  7 5
:_J

5.46
5 . 4 3

insol. Rem. Total

0. 20 99 .92

100.96
5.74  97  .4s

Rem. in anal. 3 is Coz 1'54, SoB 0'98, Na2o 1'86, K2o 0'62, Sioz 0'47' Fe2o30'27'
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several significant difierences exist between martinite and whitlockite.

Martinite is similar to zeugite (:whitlockite) in its low indices, in its
seeming water content, and in the presence of coz, but differs from pyro-
phosphorite (: whitlockite) which is identical with type whitrockite in
all respects. The problem of the constitution of these minerals is discussed
further under whitlockite.

The so-called martinite from Ascension rsland in the south Atlantic,
described by Richards (1928), proved on n-ray and optical study of the
anaryzed sample to be a mixture of monetite with small amounts of
apatite and newberyite. The confusion with martinite arose both from
the misprint for the birefringence of that species and from the fact that
the optical data given for monetite at that time by Larsen (1921) are in
error, and refer instead to gypsum.
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MBrasnusHrrB

of CaHPOa have been reported, but these are said to be variable mixtures

of CaHPOT and CaHPO q,'2HzO.The observations of Bassett (1907 ' l9t7)

indicate that a compound with the supposed composition of meta-

brushite, CaHPOa' linO, d,oes not exist. Julien thus appears to have

analyzed a partly dehydrated sample of brushite'

MoNBrrm

Monetite, CaHPOn, was first described' by C' U' Shepard in 1882' who

found the mineral in phosphate rock deposits on the islands of Moneta

and Mona in the West Indies. The chemical and morphological descrip-

tions (the latter by E. S. Dana, quoted in Shepard) Ieave no doubt of the

species validity of the mineral. ihe crystallography of the natural min-

eral has since been shown to be identical with that of artificial crystals
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MoNrrn'

CaO PzOs

51 .  15  41 .92

HrO

6.93
Total

100.00

Naunurrn

CaO MgO (Fe, Al)zOr

52.47 0.21 0.53

PuOr COz F SOs HzO igrr. Less 'fotal

loss O:F
3 8 . 7 5  1 . 8 8  1 . 6 0  0 . 2 2  1 . 7 0  3 . 3 0  0 . 6 7  9 9 . 6 5
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Rogers.
OnNtrurrn

CaO MgO (Fe, AI)zOs PzOs HzO*organ' Total

45.768 tr' 4.623 40 ' 139 g 'Mg 99 '979

Of the total water, 3.918 per cent is lost below 250' C' and 5'154 per cent

PYnocr-asrrB

Pyroclasite was originally described by Shepard (1856) from Mong's
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rsland (Los Monges) in the caribbean Sea. shepard stated the substance
to consist of not far from g0per cent of phosphaie of lime and. t"n p., ..rrtof water, with the remainder -ud. up of carbonate of lime, sulfate ofsoda, a little insoluble matter and traces of sodium and fluorine. 'rhe
material did not give a COz test but definitely contained F. In a laternote, shepard (1882) described a second occurrence of pyroclasite fromthe Islands of Mona and Moneta. The mean of two analyses cited byShepard is given below.

CaO

40.125
Fe, AI phosph. SOs PzOr HzO, ign. loss insol. Total

2.900 6.825 39.080 10.335 0.885 100.120
Shepard deducted 20.847 per cent of extraneous matter, mostly gypsum,
from this analysis and Jerived the formula 6CaHpOa.CaspzOz.II2O.
Shepard entertained some doubt as to the species validity of the min_eral, however, and thought that the substance might be onry a mechan-ical mixture of monetite and monite-a very probable explanation(see glaubapatite). Srrecimens of pyro.turite fiom neithei Mong,sfshnd, nor Mona and Moneta corrli-be found in the Shepard collec_tion' A specimen labeled pyroclasite from Jarvis rsland, west rndies,was, however, available for study. The specimen consisted of massivered oolitic apatite with sma'open cavitiesiio"d with a crust of a creamywh]t3, small botryoidal mineral with a greasy luster. The ratter ma-terial gave the r-ray pattern of apatite and effervesced in dilute HCl.The physical properties and chemicar composition of the originalpyroclasite from Los Monges leave little doubt but that this mineral isa member of the apatite series, perhaps a hydroxyl_fluorine_apatite.

PvnoGuLnrrB
Pyroguanite is a name given by Shepard (1g56) to the ordinary phos_phate rock from Mong's island [to. Vtorrg"s) in the Caribbean Sea ofithe Gulf of Maracaibo. The substance *as"thorrght to have U."r, gourrothoroughly fused by the action of trap rock, and to consist of two species,pyroclasite and glaubapatite (which-ree). sh"purd,s notion of the originof the material was eained from captain A. F. winslow of the sailingship Jane Doren. wirislow's ship haibe;; ior..a by storm into the portof Charleston, South Carolina, in 1g56, where Shepard examined itscargo of rock phosphate.

Pynopuosprronnu

. 
The name-pyrophosphorite was given by C. U. Shepard., Jr., in 1g7g,to a supposed anhydrous calcrum pyropnorpt ute foundln phJspirate rockfrom an unnamed locality in the \ilest irra#" f*o closely agreeing chem_
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ical analyses were given, and their mean is cited below'

CaO MgO (Fe, AI)rO3 PsOs SOa SiOz ign' loss Total

44.462 3.090 0.437 50.799 0'628 0'367 0'390 100'173

Specimens of snow-white, earthy pyrophosphorite from the.collection

of i. U. Shepard, Sr., were available for study' X-ray powder photo-

graphs of the mineral were identical in every respect with those of whit-

io.fit", g-Car(POn)2. The mean index was 1'625+0'003' and the bire-

fringence was estimated at about 0'003' These data agree closely with

those for whitlockite (a:1.629, e:l '626)' The substance was not en-

tirely homogeneous but contained several per cent' at least' of an un-

identified mineral with indices below 1.62. Samples of the material

eftervesced in spots when treated with acid, but this appears to be due

only to admixture. The question of the variation in the apparent water

content and in the indices of refraction of pyrophosphorite' zeugite' and

martinite, all of which are identical with whitlockite' is discussed further

under whitlockite.

Sorusnpnrrn

The name sombrerite was proposed by Phipson (1862) for a substance

composed Iargely of tricalcium phosphate found as rock masses on the

Island of Sombrero in the West Indies' Phipson's account of the material

and later remarks by Julien (1863) leave no doubt that the description

refers not to a specifi-c mineral species but to the ordinary phosphate

rock, en lnasse,mined at the locality' Specimens labeled sombrerite from

Sombrero were found in several collections' These proved on optical and

r-ray studY to be aPatite.

SrolPonrrrn

Stofiertite is a name given provisionally by Klein (1901) to a mineral

from the phosphate roJk deposits on the Island of Mona in the West

Indies. The morphological and optical properties agree exactly with those

of brushite, but stoffeitite was thought to difier from this species in hav-

ing a slightly higher water content' fnis is very scant- evidence for pro-

po"sing i ,t"* species. It may be noted that hydrates other than

CaHPO+'2HzO have not been iound (cf' Bassett (1907' t9l7) and de

Schulten (1903)) in the system CaHPOT-HzO' Specimens of stofiertite

were not available for examination' The mineral' however' is probabiy

identical with brushite.

Wutrlocrrrn

Whitlockite, B-CaB(PO4), was originally described by the writer in

1941. The mineral *as foond as large rhombohedral crystals as a hydro-
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Taerl 1 X-R.lv pomnn DrllnecrroN Dare lon Wurrlocrtrn
Analyzed. crystals Jrom North Groton, N.H. Cu rad.iation

d ' 1 l a r

8 . 0 3
o J 5

5 . 2 4
4 . O 7
J . + 5

J . J . )

3 . 2 1
3 . 0 2
2 . 8 8
2 . 7 5
2 . 6 8
2 . 6 0
2 . 5 2
2 . 4 1

2 . 2 5
2 . 1 9
2 . 1 6
2 . O 7
2.04
2 . 0 0
1 9 3
1  . 8 8
r . 8 2
t . l l

1 7 2
1 . 7 0
r . 6 7
1 6 3

1 . 6 0
I .  J J

1 . 4 6
r . 4 3
1 4 0
1  . 3 8
r . 2 5
r . 2 4
1 . 1 8
I  l . )

1 . 1 1
1 . 0 9
1 .05
1 0 3

2
5
8
A

7
1
o

1
10
3
1
o

z

2

2
2
2
1
2
1
6
5
1
3
7
I
2
I

I

siderably from those of the beta form. The inversion temperature is about
1180'according to Bredig, et al. (1932). A complete rrr.r"y of the work
on the basic calcium phosphates, and related systems, is given by Eisen-
berger, Lehrman and Turner (1940).

In the course of the present study, zetgite of Julien (1365) from Som_
b-rero, pyrophosphorite of Shepard (1g7gJ from an unknown locality in
the West Indies, and martinit. of Kloo, (fSgg) from Curagao, were found
to be identical with whitrockite. A fourth new occurrence of whitrockite
was found in phosphate rock from Los Monges Isrand in the caribbean
Sea. The mineral formed soft, earthy, whiie to gtay masses under a
botryoidal crust of monetite. rn these o..u...n..., whitrockite has formed
from water solutions under essentially atmospheric conditions of tem-
perature and pressurel in two instances the mineral occurred as pseudo-
morphs after hydrated minerals, brushite (CaHpOa. 2HrO) urd gypr.r_
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Tarr-n 2. Oprrcs eNl CouposrrroN on Wnttr'ocrttn
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perature products from dry systems.

The material from some of the occurrences in insular phosphate de-

posits is of special interest in that it differs from type whitlockite and

artificial B-C;r(pot, in having relatively low indices of refraction and a

relatively high (Ca, Mg)O:P2O5 ratio, and in the presence of carbon di-

oxide and a considerable amount of possibly essential water. The data

are summarized in Table 2.

CaO
Meo
P,O;
H,O
co,

54.22

45 .  78

l - ' " ' "

44 462
3 . 0 9 0

50 799
0 3 9
notre

44 18
3 . 2 5

41 07
2 -992

44.24
3 . 9 2

4 6 . 0 3
2 . 9 7 2

4 6  1 8

4 7 . 6 7
L 1 )

present

€-Ca, (PO, ) ,
Artificial

whir-
lockite,
North
Groton

46 90
I .  J J

4 5 . 6 8
0 4 8
none

2 97 :2  O1:8r
3 . 1 2

"Pyrophos-
phorite,"

West
Indies

Sombrero

present present

(Ca,Mg)  :P :O
S G

2  7 5 : 2 . 1 0 : 8  2 . 8 3 , 2  0 l  i3 : 2 : 8
3 .19  (ca lc  )

2 . 6 2 : 2  . 1 5

r 1.91 per cent Feo and 1.73 per cent Fezoa as Feo have been added to the sum o{ the XO as given

in calculating the ratio (Ca,Mg):P:O'
r Includes otganic matter.

The divergence of the analyses from the requirements of Ca3(PO4)2

can be ascribed to analytical error and, especially in the case of pyro-

phosphorite, to admixtuie. The role of the water reported in the analyses

oi tt 
" 

material from Sombrero and Curagao, is quite uncertain' Part of

the water, at least, is non-essential. The material from both of the locali-

ties when heated gently in a closed tube loses water' gives off an organic

odor and turns a deeper shade of color. Zeugite when heated in air at

925" for one hour turned dead-white in color and lost 3.69 per cent in

weight. The r-ray powder pattern of the heated material is still identical

with that of whitlockite. The ,-ray pattetn and indices of whitlockite did

not change when the mineral was heated at 930o for two hours'"

* Whitlockite exhibits a peculiar color change when cooled' The material assumes an

orange-yellow color when the temperatur" dtops below red heat, and this color gradually

changes to yellow on further .ooli-tg. The material becomes pure white again when the

temoerature droos belolv ca.2A0o. Asimilar behavior was found by Bassett (1917) for ig-
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The whitlockite from Curagao, Sombrero, and Los Monges gives a
definite CO2 test, as previously noted, but ,,pyrophosphorite;, and type
whitlockite from granite pegmatite does not contain COz. The carbonated
and seemingly hydrous material is distinguished from the other material
by relatively low indices of refraction (see Table 2). rt has been estab-
lished with some certainty, through the work of Mcconnell and Gruner
(1937, 1940), that carbon can substitute isomorphously for Ca, p, or
both, in the apatite series, with a concomitant decrease in the indices of
refraction. The existence of this substitution in whitlockite must now be

electrical neutrality. The indices of the whitlockite from North Groton
are probably slightly high as compared with pure Cas(pOr)r, due to the
presence of iron in isomorphous substitution.

The question of the priority of the names of natural B-Ca3(pOa)2, also
arises. The name zeugite of Julien (1865) was first published, but the origi-
nal description is so incomplete and, insofar as the chemical interpreta-
tion is concerned, erroneous, that the mineral could not again be
recognized without a complete re-examination of the original material.
None of the three later workers, who unwittingry described the same sub-
stance, was led to suspect the true nature of zeugite. As a matter of fact,
Julien himself did not view the substance as a very definite species, and
considered it to be an amorphous, accidental prod.uct, composed. of
variable proportions of a hypothetical compound, 8CaO.3psOr, for which
the name was intended. The mere proposal of a name and a few non-
definitive observations are not sufficient to establish and maintain a
mineral species. Similar remarks apply to martinite of Kloos (1ggg), and
especially to pyrophosphorite of Shepard (1878). The characterization of
martinite was further complicated by two erroneous later descriptions.

nited hydroxyl-apatite, who showed that it was due to the presence of traces of copper oxide
and not to rare-earths. The writer also observed that ignited hydrated tricalcium pirosphate
(hydroxyl-apatite) prepared according to the method of Hendricks et al,. (1931) took on a
very faint lilac tint when cooled.
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often a more or less vague early name can be retained if there is any

definite reason for believing that a later found substance corresponds to

the original material, in order to avoid further burdening the synonomy

of the science. In the present case, however, it appears proper to retain

the name whitlockite for the species.

Znuorro

admixture.

CaO MgO (Fe,Al)zOs PzOs COz SOg F NaCl HzO* Total

org'

t r .  n.d.  3 .07 98.50

t r .  1 . 08  2 .97  99 .50

231

l .  44 .18  3 .25  0 .54  47  .07  t r '  0  39

2.  M.24 3 .92  0 '78  46 .03  0 .48  t r '

material could not have been authentic'
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